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The EU Action Plan and its implications for 
the insurance industry 
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For the insurance industry, especially two elements of the action plan are important – the EU Taxonomy and the SFDR

Overview EU Action Plan for Financing Sustainable Growth

Housekeeping / Risk

Investment advice process

Disclosures

ESG reporting

Investment Opportunities

Eco-classification of activities

1 Taxonomy

2 Standards and Labels

3
Fostering investment in 
sustainable projects

4
Incorporating
sustainability in financial 
advice

5
Developing sustainability 
benchmarks

6
Sustainability in research 
and ratings

7
Disclosures by financial 
market participants 

8
Sustainability in 
prudential requirements

9
Strengthening 
sustainability disclosures 
and improving accounting

10
Fostering sustainable 
corporate governance

Green / Social bond standards

https://www.unpri.org/sustainable-financial-system/explaining-the-eu-action-plan-for-financing-sustainable-growth/3000.article

Carbon FootprintESG risk management

Benchmarks
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For insurers there is no European regulation for the integration into risk management published yet, but the UNEP FI 
defines 4 principles for sustainable insurance. Principle 1 sets the expectations about sustainable business models and 
risk management practices.

ESG in risk management

Principle 1 

We will embed in our decision-making environmental, social and governance issues relevant to our insurance 
business.

Company strategy

Risk management and underwriting

Product and service development

Claims management

Sales and marketing

Investment management

Integration of ESG into the company to identify, assess, manage and monitor ESG issues

Identify and assess ESG risks and integrate these risks into risk management, 
underwriting and capital adequacy

Products with a positive impact on ESG 

Respond to clients quickly, fair, sensitively and transparently

ESG integration into products and services of campaigns and strategies

ESG in investment decision management
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What are the requirements for defining an activity as sustainable according to EU Taxonomy?

ESG in risk management

• Climate protection

• Climate Change

• Pollution

• Recycling and waste management

• Human Rights

• Social and financial equality

• Labour rights

• Further education measures

• Measures to prevent corruption

• Tax topics

• Disclosure

• Data protection measures

Sustainability risks are defined as events that have a negative impact on the factors mentioned.

EnvironmentE SocialSS GovernanceG

Sustainability risks have effects on various risk categories within insurances and effect financial 
risks as well as non-financial risks

• Larger than expected 
insurance payouts

• Higher probabilities for 
insurance premiums

• Stranded Assets
• Lower market 

values

• Higher PDs and LGDs
• Lower collateral 

values

• Reputational damages
• loss of business 

continuity
…

Insurance Risk Credit RiskMarket Risk Operational Risk
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Strategic considerations of ESG issues require not only the correct identification of ESG risks, but also correct methods for
the handling of these

ESG in risk management

Considerations / challenges

• Requires a thorough review of all 
underlying ESG risks of the asset 
and liability side 

• Redefining the coverage of ESG 
risks to be insured

• But also defining the 
management and oversight of 
ESG risks by the management 
board within the company

• Determination of the scope of cover of existing and 
future insurance policies

• Analysis of potential liability-claims

• Definition and handling of identified ESG and climate 
change risks and opportunities

• Long-, Medium- and Short-term goals of the 
company related to ESG risks

• Risk exposure limits and thresholds

Identification of ESG 
risks

ESG risk appetite

ESG strategy

ESG governance

• Definition of ESG governance 

• Tasks and rules of each division, especially the 
management board
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Good risk management practices include the measurement of ESG risks not only in the ongoing business but also within 
scenario analysis

ESG in risk management

ESG in internal risk 
management 

• Integration of ESG 
aspects into main 
risk categories 

• Impact assessment 
of underlying ESG 
risks

• Internal reporting 
of ESG risks

ESG risks in 
underwriting risks

• Defining and 
regularly reviewing 
ESG underwriting 
risks

• Promoting 
underwriting 
discipline and rate 
adequacy

• Offering incentives 
for risk reductions 
related to ESG risks

ESG risk scenario 
analysis

• Definition of stress 
scenarios taking 
into account the 
company specifics 
in regards to 
climate change 
risks

• Internal stress 
tests with longer 
and shorter time 
horizons 

Considerations / challenges

• ESG data quality and granularity 
to fully integrate ESG into risk 
management and underwriting 
processes is limited

• New modelling techniques and 
methods

• Regulatory climate stress testing
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Overview European Sustainable Finance 
Regulations
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2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2

Taxonomy Regulation
Environmental
objectives 1+2

1st obligationsSustainable Finance Disclosure
Regulation (SFDR / Level 1)

Draft

EIOPA KPIs

Environmental
objectives 1+2

Delegated act with
Technical Screening Criteria

Draft
Non-financial reporting
(NFRD (old), CSRD (new))  

July 2021

Further 
environmental

objectives 

Final Draft 

IDD – delegated regulation

All products

Regulatory Technical Standard 
(RTS / „Level 2 Regulation“)

Draft

Schedule for implementing ESG regulations is tight; first obligations have already started, many obligations have to be 
implemented starting 2022  – implementation needs to start in 2021

European sustainable finance regulations – overview and schedule

Publication Come into effect

• Considerations / challenges

• ESG regulations are closely interlinked

• RTS for SFDR refers to taxonomy

• Taxonomy amends SFDR and defines rules 
for product with environmental objectives 

• Taxonomy (Art 8) defines together with a 
delegated act disclosure obligations / KPIs 
to be reported in the non-financial 
reporting

• Planned IDD amendments refer to both 
SFDR and Taxonomy in regard to the 
definition of sustainability preferences of 
clients
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SFDR creates extensive transparency obligations both at company level and at financial product level 

SFDR – key requirements

Website information:

• Sustainability risk policies, remuneration policies

• Consideration of adverse sustainability impacts (principal 
adverse impacts / PAIs)

Entity level

Article 8/9 products 
with environmental 

objectives

All financial products

Products with environmental or 
social characteristics (Article 8) / 

sustainable investments (Article 9)

Pre-contractual disclosure / website / periodic reports

• Sustainability risk policies

• Consideration of adverse sustainability impacts

• Impacts of sustainability risks on returns

Pre-contractual disclosure / website / periodic reports

• Description of characteristics and how they are met

• Reporting on how targets have been achieved

• Reporting on PAIs

Pre-contractual disclosure / website / periodic reports

In additional to information stated above:

• Information on respective environmental objective

• Information on the level of taxonomy-aligned investments

• Considerations / challenges

• Generally, SFDR should not be considered 
as reporting regulation only

• ESG-strategy and objectives to be achieved 
need to match product portfolio

• Key question: what does the company want 
to achieve and subsequently disclose?

• While Level 1 regulation is rather simple to 
adopt, Level 2 is more complex

• Key challenge may be PAI reporting –
though 1st reporting will be 2023, data 
collection and concept should start soon
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What are the requirements for defining an activity as sustainable according to EU Taxonomy?

Taxonomy – sustainable economic activity

Eligibility

Minimum 
Safeguards

Significant
contribution

DNSH

Check eligibility: activity relevant for EU 

Taxonomy? Which objective?
1

Check technical screening criteria: Significant 
contribution to environmental objective?

2

Check DNSH: Verify compliance with Do No 
Significant Harm (DNSH) criteria 

3

Comply with Minimum safeguards (including 
OECD Guidelines, UN Guiding Principles on 
Business and Human rights)

4

All criteria met = taxonomy-aligned activity

• Considerations / challenges

• Taxonomy regulation is complex, and it is 
about data

• Differentiation required: Which data need 
to be delivered by e.g. asset managers, 
which part (e.g. for direct investments) 
needs to be evaluated by the insurer?

• Relevance for non-financial reporting:  KPIs 
to be reported (simplified):

 Share of taxonomy-aligned investment

 Share of gross premiums written with 
taxonomy-aligned (re)insurance 
activities
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Taxonomy-aligned part of the economy is currently still very low and highly sector-dependent; yet, growth of this share is 
to be expected

Taxonomy – excursus: current share of taxonomy-aligned activities

5%

EURO
STOXX 50

20%

CAC 40  
22%

2%

DAX  

4%

3%
2%

27%

1%

Taxonomy-eligble

Taxonomy-eligble and SC-criteria met

Taxonomy-alined

Source: adelphi European Sustainable Finance Survey 

12%

1%

Automotive
sector

Energy sector
41%

2%
69%

16%

Taxonomy-alined

Taxonomy-eligble and SC-criteria met

Taxonomy-eligble
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IDD changes are closed interlined with SFDR and Taxonomy; key change: sustainability preferences of customers will 
become part of the target market definition

IDD – expected changes

Orientation on 
Taxonomy

IBIPs, for which a minimum proportion shall be 
invested taxonomy-aligned

Orientation on SFDR –
sustainable 
investments

IBIPs, for which a minimum proportion shall be 
invested in sustainable activities according to SFDR

Orientation on SFDR –
PAIs 

IBIPs that considers principal adverse impacts on 
sustainability factors

Key changes expected

Sustainability preferences to be considered in:

• Product development / product oversight and governance

• Insurance advice: suitability of product, conflicts of interests

Three options for customer to defined sustainability preferences

• Considerations / challenges

• Product strategy needs to consider preferences 
defined in planned IDD amendments

• Information on the three definitions of 
preferences need to be part of sales process

• Customers decide on their preferences

• But: to be able to decide, they need 
information

• Definition of sustainability preference is 
complex – challenge to integrate according 
explanation in sales process

• Relevant training demand for sales staff can be 
expected
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Thank you for joining us today!

Deloitte Insurance Risk Series

Our next event will be taking place in autumn 2021:
The exact date and time will be announced on our 
landing page!

Today’s presentations and material will be made 
available for downloading on our event page.
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